Power a wired controller switch

PowerA's stylish line of Switch controllers feel great, and they're a fraction of the price of
Nintendo's Pro Controller. The Nintendo Switch is fantastic, but it does have some drawbacks.
For example, the Joy-Con controllers have tiny thumbsticks that feel less like quality Nintendo
sticks and more like the miniscule ones on the PlayStation Vita. Nintendo knew this was going
to be an issue for some gamers, so it released the wireless Pro Controller as an option. And
limited-edition iterations of the Switch Pro Controller, like the pink-and-green Splatoon 2
variant, cost a premium. Luckily, third-party manufacturer PowerA has stepped up with a line of
wired Switch controllers that are much cheaper and feel just as good. The PowerA Wired
Controller felt natural and comfortable immediately. The grips snuggled into my palms, much
like an Xbox One controller does. The thumb grips on the sticks are wide and, much like those
of the PS4 controller, have a ring around the perimeter for greater feel and accuracy. Both sticks
are smooth and glide with ease. The face buttons feel sprightly, but not overly so. In my testing,
the buttons never got stuck. The buttons feel like those of an official Nintendo controller, which
is saying a lot. After the GameCube, Nintendo abandoned analog shoulder buttons and opted
instead for digital ones. Since then, shoulder buttons have never felt quite as good.
Unfortunately, it's no different with PowerA's Wired Controller. The shoulder buttons feel like
the ones on the Wii U and Switch Pro controllers: stiff and kind of odd. The lack of travel makes
shoulder-button hits feel abrupt, especially when you're jumping from the shooter and
racing-oriented shoulder buttons on the PS4 or Xbox One. The D-pad on the PowerA wired
controller is excellent. It feels accurate and has a comfortable placement. The squishy style of
D-pad, like the one found on the Wii and Wii U pads, is a welcome reprieve from the odd
four-button layout on the Switch Joy-Cons. Both of those omissions, while not deal breakers,
probably explain the lower price. Jumping from the standard Joy-Cons to the PowerA
]controller provided a massive improvement in performance when I played Splatoon 2. The
split-second accuracy required to take out a roller made the PowerA the perfect tool to splat my
enemies all the way to a neon-inky grave. The PowerA excels at more than just shooting; it's
also great at helping you drift through tight corners in Mario Kart 8. Playing online, I could tell
that the most hard-core players were using Nintendo's Pro Controllers, as they carved the track
like they would a plump Thanksgiving turkey. While I was nowhere near as good as some of
these players, I felt I had the tool necessary to get to that level. A key selling point for a lot of
Nintendo fans opting to buy PowerA's controller is the vibrant and lively artwork. Each
controller has a unique visual pop and flair, making these controllers genuine pieces of
Nintendo memorabilia. The D-pads have a glossy metallic finish, which gives the controllers
some added flair and texture. Clearly, the team at PowerA put a lot of time into making each
controller look snazzy. My personal favorite is the Splatoon variant, but the Donkey Kong and
Bowser iterations also seem to be popular picks. The artwork on each controller is also great,
with all, minus the Splatoon version, having an underlayer silhouetted with franchise markers.
PowerA's controller uses an 8-foot microUSB cable, which, while a little outdated, is not its
glaring flaw. Rather, it's the input itself. For whatever reason, possibly for in-line stability,
there's an indentation inside the tunnel where the USB cable is inserted. This means that if your
cable doesn't have a groove that can accommodate that indentation, you're out of luck. The
micro-USB cable that comes with the PowerA controller is excellent, and because the
indentation acts as a guide for the cable, it's incredibly easy to plug in. But what if you lose your
cable, like I did? Well, you run into one frustration after another while trying to find a microUSB
cable to fit. Surprisingly, all of the microUSB cables in my backlog were unusable. While
browsing PowerA's website, I couldn't find any replacement cables, nor did Google yield any
results. That means that if you lose or break your micro-USB cable and you can't find another
one, your controller is essentially useless. It's hard to see much wrong with the PowerA wired
controller. It feels comfortable, plays great and looks dazzling. Jumping from my standard
Joy-Cons, I noticed an immediate improvement in my Splatoon play. I would not be surprised if
a few players opted to switch to the PowerA wired controller later this year, when the new Super
Smash Bros. Although wired controllers have their downsides, the overall quality and value of
the PowerA controller make it a must-buy. It feels so good, you'd be making a mistake handing
it off to your younger sibling while playing Mario Kart. Just don't lose that cable. Tom's Guide.
Please deactivate your ad blocker in order to see our subscription offer. For Stylish Smooth
sticks Springy buttons Great ergonomic feel. See all comments 1. Test Automation comment
Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. GameCube style controllers are widely considered the preferred way to play Super
Smash Bros. Pull off precise attacks using octagonal gated sticks, larger A button, and
nostalgic muscle memory on this officially licensed wired controller for Nintendo Switch. At
PowerA, our controllers are designed by passionate gamers. Our team has over two decades of

experience in the gaming industry designing across all platforms. You will be amazed at the
features and quality built into this controller. Finally, you can trust PowerA products to perform
since we back our products for 2 years. Always look for this seal when buying video game
accessories as confirmation that the product has gone thru Nintendo's rigorous testing and
evaluation process. Products that do not carry this seal may not work at all with your Nintendo
system or may have compatibility issues with certain games. Get a second controller today and
play with your friends and family. Be ready for when your buddies come over to challenge you
in your favorite multiplayer game. PowerA controllers offer a quality affordable solution for
when you just need a spare or want to celebrate your own personal style with our broad range
of unique colors and treatments. The original GameCube design has been improved with larger
shoulder buttons and D-pad, plus added left shoulder and system buttons for compatibility
across all Nintendo Switch games. Skip to main content. Brand: PowerA. Platform : Nintendo
Switch. Color: Black. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page
1 of 1. Previous page. Black Japan Import. Next page. What other items do customers buy after
viewing this item? Nintendo Switch Pro Controller. Support Turbo and Vibration Features. Super
Smash Bros. Ultimate - Nintendo Switch. More to consider from our brands. Amazon Basics.
GameCube, Nintendo Wii. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Why wired? Gaming is
better together Get a second controller today and play with your friends and family. Would you
like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Color: Black Verified Purchase. Your browser does not support HTML5 video. But then on
December 7th Smash Ultimate's released date when they were scheduled to come in, not only
did they BOTH get delayed after I ordered 1-Day Shipping, one of the controllers had a left
Thumbstick that drifts to the right without any input. The controllers themselves feel more
cheap than the official ones, with the plastic around the seams sticking out and feeling
noticeably scratchy. The digital triggers got tiring after a while of having to pull them in all the
way every time. The original controller has analog inputs, but it would sense the trigger pull just
about half way in. These do not. It isn't all bad, though. The buttons, thumbsticks, and triggers
all feel "okay. The detachable cable is solid and thick, so there is no worry of it breaking at all.
The controller itself is light, mainly because of the lack of rumble and motion control. The extra
Switch buttons Home, Capture, etc. The controller connects instantly without any problem,
however it will not wake up the system from sleep. They are just as comfortable to hold as the
original controllers. The controllers both function without any issue aside from the drifting
thumbstick. My review will remain at 3 stars until I can either get a refund for my 1-Day Shipping
fee or I can get a replacement for my controller with the drifting thumbstick. I have already sent
an email to claim the warranty on the PowerA website, so until I receive a reply and resolution,
my review stands. Overall: it would have been a great purchase if it weren't for these flaws. I
hope at least some of my issues will get resolved. I will return to edit this review if anything
comes up. I have just sent out my defective controller for a free exchange and I will edit my
review again once it comes in around December 21st. So far, it has gone up to 4 stars now.
PowerA has yet to reply to my email at all, but at this point I don't have much hope for it. Again,
I will finalize this review once the controller comes in on Thursday and I can have some play
time with it. It works and plays without any issue, however, there are visible scratches on the
casing as I've said before. Why this is on a new controller, I don't know. On the other hand,
PowerA has yet to reply to my email. So if there is anything to take away from this: Amazon
customer service is wonderful. Since these controllers were made with that in mind, they do not
have any sort of analog input. What this means is that in order to have the triggers actually
receive an input, you would need to pull the trigger all the way in until it clicks. Gamecube
controllers were known for their long trigger pulls, so this would get tiring fairly fast especially
for using shields in Smash Bros. The only option I had was to open it up with a Philips head
screwdriver and place some sort of buffer between the trigger piece and the actual rubber dome
that made contact with the input switch. While this was not too much of an issue to do I used a
cut up replacement eraser for a mechanical pencil as a buffer , it is still something that I need to
let you know. Final Verdict: They are solid controllers that feel just like a classic Gamecube
controller with a few differences. When there aren't any issues, they are wonderful to use.
However, if I had to give a suggestion for a controller, I would steer you towards buying a
Switch Pro Controller if it fits in your budget. Trust me. And if you wanted a Gamecube-style
controller, then this will suit you just fine The first batch of controllers were incredible, so when

mine broke through my own clumsiness I decided to get a new one! This second batch has
terrible quality control, my joystick would suddenly jump to the left. It's not drifting like many
are claiming, but in it's just as bad - especially if you're looking to get this for Smash. If you can
find one of the first batches, go for it, their triggers have more travel than this so you can easily
identify them if you can toy around with it outside the box. Otherwise, stay away. I played
GameCube my whole life and was sad that I was forced to use an Xbox controller to play pc
games. I have not found a game that it does not work with it yet in short so happy. By
michaelbeene on December 13, Images in this review. See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. Worked great for the first 15 minutes of Smash Bros. Afterwards, the C-Stick would
be permanently held down to the left as an input but not on the controller, so other buttons
failed. Generally a very cheap controller that is much too light. I had high hopes for this product
even once holding the controller, it felt nice, and good quality materials but it didn't connect on
either pc or fully updated switch, it would connect for half a second occasionally when
disconnecting the reconnecting the wire before becoming just a desk ornament, and I can't try a
seperate usb cable due to them designing a certain way only they're cables can fit into the deep
hole for the usb to connect to, so there is no way for me to give this controller a chance
unfortunately. Don't waste your money. Report abuse. Good controller if it worked, but the first
one I had never responded when I plugged it in, and this second one will have days where it
disconnects every 5 seconds for a short period of time which makes games like Smash
absolutely unplayable. Customers who bought this item also bought. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: switch classic controller , Sense Lights , Thick Wires ,
nintendo switch box , super smash bros switch , Control Switches. There's a problem loading
this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime.
Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. The strikethrough price is the List Price. Savings represents a discount off the List
Price. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Designed for comfort during extended gaming sessions, this
wired controller features a 3. A detachable 10ft USB cable with a Velcro-strap is included for
reduced clutter and easy storage. Getting all these features at nearly half the cost of wireless
controllers makes PowerA Enhanced controllers a no-brainer. Finally, you can trust PowerA
products to perform since we back our products for 2 years. Gain a competitive advantage by
keeping your thumbs on the analog sticks and mapping actions to two buttons on the back of
the controller. There is no app or system settings to configure. Simply hold the program button
for two seconds 1 followed by the button you wish to map 2 , then select either AGR or AGL 3 to
complete the process for quick on-the-fly button mapping. At PowerA, our controllers are
designed by passionate gamers. Our team has over two decades of experience in the gaming
industry designing across all platforms. Products that do not carry this seal may not work at all
with your Nintendo system or may have compatibility issues with certain games. Designed for
comfort during extended gaming sessions, this wired Controller features a 3. Getting all these
features at nearly half the price of wireless Controllers makes PowerA wired controllers a
no-brainer. Finally, our two-year limited warranty reinforces our commitment to quality ensuring
you can trust PowerA products to perform. Skip to main content. Other Sellers on Amazon. Sold
by: mjentertainment. Have one to sell? Sell on Amazon. Image Unavailable Image not available
for Color:. Brand: PowerA. Platform : Nintendo Switch. You can return the item for any reason in
new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return
the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! In Stock. FREE
delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI.
Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 39 secs Details. Ships from and sold by
Amazon. Color: Mario Vintage Star. Ergonomic design with Nintendo Switch button layout Video
game controller features 3. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this
item? Nintendo Switch Pro Controller. More to consider from our brands. GameCube, Nintendo
Wii. Amazon Basics. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Why wired? Advanced Gaming

Buttons Gain a competitive advantage by keeping your thumbs on the analog sticks and
mapping actions to two buttons on the back of the controller. Click here to make a request to
customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Color: Animal Crossing Verified Purchase. I cannot, for the life of
me, understand why this wasn't made as wireless. It is their best Animal Crossing scheme
they've made. I promise you, this would be a bestseller if it wasn't wired. As an artist and
product designer, I am angry that you picked VERY unattractive colors for your wireless
controllers but then created this magnificent, cute and wonderful theme for It should be a
criminal offense. Please make this wireless. Images in this review. Color: Zelda Verified
Purchase. It was working fine when I get it but not even 2 months later it developed an analog
stick drifting problem, tried everything but couldn't fix it. I barely used it, it was a waste of time
and money. Steam just added support for the Switch controller and, lo and behold, my trusty
Xbox controller started acting up. This controller has a low price, it should work, why not give it
a shot? There are bound to be people looking for info on how this controller works with the PC
after support was added and I wasn't able to find any so here's that review. The best thing about
this controller is the cable length, which I had to coil up multiple times on my desk to keep it
from sitting on top of literally everything, but that's a good thing! I could easily have sat across
the room from my screen and had cable to spare. Unfortunately it was the only good thing I
came across with this controller. The first thing I noticed was how uncomfortable it is. The back
of the controller isn't deep enough to allow your hands to rest around the grips so I was always
moving my fingers to find a comfortable position which I was never able to find. The angles of
the grips are also a little wrong as well, and the slight angle it put my hands at relative to my
forearm led to some discomfort after a while that was very similar to having your keyboard at
the wrong position. Finally, it weighs almost nothing by controller standards and is somewhat
top-heavy. More of a personal preference, but it feels very cheap as it is. The other thing I
noticed immediately was that the triggers are not an analog input. They're digital buttons. This
can cause an issue for those who may be playing racing games or anything that would involve
driving cars, flying aircraft, etc. Some may not mind this, but I know some will so I've mentioned
it. As for its functionality, I saw multiple outlets say that I could plug this controller into my PC,
Steam would say "Oh hey a controller! That could not have been farther from the truth. Steam
did, in fact, recognize the controller but I had to manually enable the setting for it no biggie and
switching the button assignments to the more typical "Xbox-style" layout was simple. I fired up
one game only to find that the triggers had no function, the right stick would only look up and
down and the left stick would only strafe left and right. That's fine, teething pains are normal,
just remap and move on. Remapping didn't fix the triggers, and restarting the game reset the
control configuration. Next was Rocket League! Menus worked great, the buttons worked well,
but the triggers didn't work at all. Went into the mappings and made sure they were assigned
properly, which they were, but nothing happened. At this point I was 2-for-2 on the failure front
and a couple of hours into fiddling with it. For the PC gamer looking for a controller, this is not
going to be your best bet. It looks cool and it's inexpensive, but that's where you need to take a
step back and ask do you want "cool looking" or something that was designed to work with a
PC in the first place. I'm sure it works quite well with the Switch, and there's the possibility that
all my issues were on Steam's end, but as of writing this controller is not the best option on the
market today. Color: Black Verified Purchase. I had this controller for less than a month of mild
use and the analogs went wonky on me. They return to a neutral position automatically while
holding them diagonal. Like the Horipad it has no rumble and can't scan amiibos. Also, the
shoulder buttons are not analog. One thing that's nice is the device has a removable wire and
opening it up, i find it is quite easy to make simple repairs. I wish somebody would make a high
quality wired switch controller. This aint it. Characters don't stop moving when I am not moving
the joystick. When going into inventory selection window it is hard to get it to stay on what you
want to select. I discovered it was my console not working properly so I don't think it was the
joystick however I haven't used it since repair. No good. The left analog stick is drifting BAD. I
have barely used this controller and it's all messed up. When going into the calibration it shows
it's moving all over. To start, i want to say that I like the design, but considering pictures exist i
didn't factor in the physical appear of the design because you can judge that for yourself. I love
it. To start, when I had ordered the controller it came with off-centre analog stick or stick drag
as it's usually called. Naturally I open it up don't do this, even if PowerA won't replace it,
Amazon would give you refund. Opening it will likely cause PowerA to refuse to fix or send a

new one. Afterall they wouldnt know if it actually came broken or you broke it when you opened
it and find it to be one of the easiest disassembly and reassembly processes ever. And it turns
out the sticks are easily replaceable and PowerA even sells replacements. So if you ever get
those worn joysticks you can just buy new caps instead of a whole new controller! I fixed the
problem very easily. I won't hurt the rating based on coming defective because, well, my sample
size is one and that'd be idiotic. I was expect cheap feeling analogs and buttons but it actually
has a premium feel. The only thing that doesn't feel premium is the dpad. There are plenty of
reviews that talk about the life on the controller. If I have problems with that, I'll update this
review. I'll also talk about how easy or impossible the problems are to repair yourself. If there's
no edits are this, you know the controller worked well into its life for me! Love this controller it
has a nice textured grip so even if your palms get sweaty, or your knees get weak, arms get
heavy you'll be able to hang on to these through all that! It is a solid alternative to the much
more expensive wireless. The cord length is really long enough to reach the couch and still be
able to play comfortablely. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all
reviews to English. Beautiful controller. My only issue is mine came with bubbles under the
design. It's ok, just a little annoying to see on such a pretty controller. Reviewed in the United
Kingdom on October 10, Translate review to English. I've done an extensive amount of research
on the PowerA Switch controllers. Honestly, I have no idea why these get such a bad rating
across most websites. I absolutely love this controller. The controller looks amazing in person,
the build quality is fantastic. Buttons are responsive and tactile with a nice 'click'. Everything
works as you would expect, overall I am very happy with my purchase. Plus, with such an
awesome design it will make a great collectible down the road! The onlyyyy issue I have with
this product is the headphone jack. Not only do you have to force the headphones into the plug,
the sound quality is not the best. You can hear fine but you sound very quiet to the people your
talking to in game. Customers who bought this item also bought. Carnival Games Nintendo
Switch. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. The strikethrough price is the List Price. Savings
represents a discount off the List Price. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Designed for
comfort during extended gaming sessions, this wired controller features a 3. A detachable 10ft
USB cable with a Velcro-strap is included for reduced clutter and easy storage. Getting all these
features at nearly half the cost of wireless controllers makes PowerA Enhanced controllers a
no-brainer. Finally, you can trust PowerA products to perform since we back our products for 2
years. Gain a competitive advantage by keeping your thumbs on the analog sticks and mapping
actions to two buttons on the back of the controller. There is no app or system settings to
configure. Simply hold the program button for two seconds 1 followed by the button you wish to
map 2 , then select either AGR or AGL 3 to complete the process for quick on-the-fly button
mapping. At PowerA, our controllers are designed by passionate gamers. Our team has over
two decades of experience in the gaming industry designing across all platforms. Products that
do not carry this seal may not work at all with your Nintendo system or may have compatibility
issues with certain games. Designed for comfort during extended gaming sessions, this wired
Controller features a 3. Getting all these features at nearly half the price of wireless Controllers
makes PowerA wired controllers a no-brainer. Finally, our two-year limited warranty reinforces
our commitment to quality ensuring you can trust PowerA products to perform. Skip to main
content. Brand: PowerA. Platform : Nintendo Switch. Amazon's Choice recommends highly
rated and well-priced products. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! In Stock. FREE delivery: Get
free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery:
Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 39 secs Details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Color: Mario
White. Ergonomic design with Nintendo Switch button layout Video game controller features 3.
Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List. These items are shipped from
and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold by TechMatte and ships from Amazon

Fulfillment. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Nintendo
Switch Pro Controller. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Why wired? Advanced Gaming
Buttons Gain a competitive advantage by keeping your thumbs on the analog sticks and
mapping actions to two buttons on the back of the controller. Click here to make a request to
customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Color: Animal Crossing Verified Purchase. I cannot, for the life of
me, understand why this wasn't made as wireless. It is their best Animal Crossing scheme
they've made. I promise you, this would be a bestseller if it wasn't wired. As an artist and
product designer, I am angry that you picked VERY unattractive colors for your wireless
controllers but then created this magnificent, cute and wonderful theme for It should be a
criminal offense. Please make this wireless. Images in this review. Color: Zelda Verified
Purchase. It was working fine when I get it but not even 2 months later it developed an analog
stick drifting problem, tried everything but couldn't fix it. I barely used it, it was a waste of time
and money. Steam just added support for the Switch controller and, lo and behold, my trusty
Xbox controller started acting up. This controller has a low price, it should work, why not give it
a shot? There are bound to be people looking for info on how this controller works with the PC
after support was added and I wasn't able to find any so here's that review. The best thing about
this controller is the cable length, which I had to coil up multiple times on my desk to keep it
from sitting on top of literally everything, but that's a good thing! I could easily have sat across
the room from my screen and had cable to spare. Unfortunately it was the only good thing I
came across with this controller. The first thing I noticed was how uncomfortable it is. The back
of the controller isn't deep enough to allow your hands to rest around the grips so I was always
moving my fingers to find a comfortable position which I was never able to find. The angles of
the grips are also a little wrong as well, and the slight angle it put my hands at relative to my
forearm led to some discomfort after a while that was very similar to having your keyboard at
the wrong position. Finally, it weighs almost nothing by controller standards and is somewhat
top-heavy. More of a personal preference, but it feels very cheap as it is. The other thing I
noticed immediately was that the triggers are not an analog input. They're digital buttons. This
can cause an issue for those who may be playing racing games or anything that would involve
driving cars, flying aircraft, etc. Some may not mind this, but I know some will so I've mentioned
it. As for its functionality, I saw multiple outlets say that I could plug this controller into my PC,
Steam would say "Oh hey a controller! That could not have been farther from the truth. Steam
did, in fact, recognize the controller but I had to manually enable the setting for it no biggie and
switching the button assignments to the more typical "Xbox-style" layout was simple. I fired up
one game only to find that the triggers had no function, the right stick would only look up and
down and the left stick would only strafe left and right. That's fine, teething pains are normal,
just remap and move on. Remapping didn't fix the triggers, and restarting the game reset the
control configuration. Next was Rocket League! Menus worked great, the buttons worked well,
but the triggers didn't work at all. Went into the mappings and made sure they were assigned
properly, which they were, but nothing happened. At this point I was 2-for-2 on the failure front
and a couple of hours into fiddling with it. For the PC gamer looking for a controller, this is not
going to be your best bet. It looks cool and it's inexpensive, but that's where you need to take a
step back and ask do you want "cool looking" or something that was designed to work with a
PC in the first place. I'm sure it works quite well with the Switch, and there's the possibility that
all my issues were on Steam's end, but as of writing this controller is not the best option on the
market today. Color: Black Verified Purchase. I had this controller for less than a month of mild
use and the analogs went wonky on me. They return to a neutral position automatically while
holding them diagonal. Like the Horipad it has no rumble and can't scan amiibos. Also, the
shoulder buttons are not analog. One thing that's nice is the device has a removable wire and
opening it up, i find it is quite easy to make simple repairs. I wish somebody would make a high
quality wired switch controller. This aint it. Characters don't stop moving when I am not moving
the joystick. When going into inventory selection window it is hard to get it to stay on what you
want to select. I discovered it was my console not working properly so I don't think it was the
joystick however I haven't used it since repair. No good. The left analog stick is drifting BAD. I
have barely used this controller and it's all messed up. When going into the calibration it shows
it's moving all over. To start, i want to say that I like the design, but considering pictures exist i

didn't factor in the physical appear of the design because you can judge that for yourself. I love
it. To start, when I had ordered the controller it came with off-centre analog stick or stick drag
as it's usually called. Naturally I open it up don't do this, even if PowerA won't replace it,
Amazon would give you refund. Opening it will likely cause PowerA to refuse to fix or send a
new one. Afterall they wouldnt know if it actually came broken or you broke it when you opened
it and find it to be one of the easiest disassembly and reassembly processes ever. And it turns
out the sticks are easily replaceable and PowerA even sells replacements. So if you ever get
those worn joysticks you can just buy new caps instead of a whole new controller! I fixed the
problem very easily. I won't hurt the rating based on coming defective because, well, my sample
size is one and that'd be idiotic. I was expect cheap feeling analogs and buttons but it actually
has a premium feel. The only thing that doesn't feel premium is the dpad. There are plenty of
reviews that talk about the life on the controller. If I have problems with that, I'll update this
review. I'll also talk about how easy or impossible the problems are to repair yourself. If there's
no edits are this, you know the controller worked well into its life for me! Love this controller it
has a nice textured grip so even if your palms get sweaty, or your knees get weak, arms get
heavy you'll be able to hang on to these through all that! It is a solid alternative to the much
more expensive wireless. The cord length is really long enough to reach the couch and still be
able to play comfortablely. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all
reviews to English. Beautiful controller. My only issue is mine came with bubbles under the
design. It's ok, just a little annoying to see on such a pretty controller. Reviewed in the United
Kingdom on October 10, Translate review to English. I've done an extensive amount of research
on the PowerA Switch controllers. Honestly, I have no idea why these get such a bad rating
across most websites. I absolutely love this controller. The controller looks amazing in person,
the build quality is fantastic. Buttons are responsive and tactile with a nice 'click'. Everything
works as you would expect, overall I am very happy with my purchase. Plus, with such an
awesome design it will make a great collectible down the road! The onlyyyy issue I have with
this product is the headphone jack. Not only do you have to force the headphones into the plug,
the sound quality is not the best. You can hear fine but you sound very quiet to the people your
talking to in game. More to consider from our brands. GameCube, Nintendo Wii. Amazon
Basics. No Operating System. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. The strikethrough price is the List
Price. Savings represents a discount off the List Price. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. This controller
features an ergonomic design and standard button layout. A detachable USB cable with a
Velcro-strap is included for easy storage and reduced clutter when you are done playing.
Getting all these features at nearly half the cost of wireless controllers makes PowerA wired
controllers a no-brainer. Finally, you can trust PowerA products to perform because we back
our products for 2 years. At PowerA, our controllers are designed by passionate gamers. Our
team has over two decades of experience in the gaming industry designing across all platforms.
Products that do not carry this seal may not work at all with your Nintendo system or may have
compatibility issues with certain games. Get a second controller today and play with your
friends and family. Be ready for when your buddies come over to challenge you in your favorite
multiplayer game. PowerA controllers offer a quality affordable solution for when you just need
a spare or want to celebrate your own personal style with our broad range of unique colors and
treatments. Play your favorite Nintendo Switch games in style with this officially licensed
PowerA wired controller with matte black design. This controller features our latest ergonomic
design and standard button layout. A detachable 10ft USB cable with a Velcro-strap is included
for easy storage and reduced clutter when you are done playing. Getting all these features at
nearly half the price of wireless controllers makes PowerA wired controllers a no-brainer.
Finally, our two-year limited warranty reinforces our commitment to quality ensuring you can
trust PowerA products to perform. Skip to main content. Other Sellers on Amazon. Sold by:
PlasmaWind technology. Sold by: Global Media 1. Sold by: Infitek. Have one to sell? Sell on
Amazon. Image Unavailable Image not available for Color:. Brand: PowerA. Platform : Nintendo

Switch. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. You can return
the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about
free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return
method Ship it! In Stock. FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U.
Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 39 secs Details.
Ships from and sold by Amazon. Color: Black. Matte black design Ergonomic controller shape
with Nintendo Switch button layout Instant plug and play connection no sync required
Detachable 10ft 3m USB cable with Velcro strap 2 year limited warranty register at PowerA.
Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped
from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold by TechMatte and ships from Amazon
Fulfillment. Sold by FunDirect and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers who viewed this
item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Rock Candy. Next page.
What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Nintendo Switch Pro Controller.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Why wired? Gaming is better together Get a second
controller today and play with your friends and family. Click here to make a request to customer
service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Color: Animal Crossing Verified Purchase. I cannot, for the life of me,
understand why this wasn't made as wireless. It is their best Animal Crossing scheme they've
made. I promise you, this would be a bestseller if it wasn't wired. As an artist and product
designer, I am angry that you picked VERY unattractive colors for your wireless controllers but
then created this magnificent, cute and wonderful theme for It should be a criminal offense.
Please make this wireless. Images in this review. Color: Zelda Verified Purchase. It was working
fine when I get it but not even 2 months later it developed an analog stick drifting problem, tried
everything but couldn't fix it. I barely used it, it was a waste of time and money. Steam just
added support for the Switch controller and, lo and behold, my trusty Xbox controller started
acting up. This controller has a low price, it should work, why not give it a shot? There are
bound to be people looking for info on how this controller works with the PC after support was
added and I wasn't able to find any so here's that review. The best thing about this controller is
the cable length, which I had to coil up multiple times on my desk to keep it from sitting on top
of literally everything, but that's a good thing! I could easily have sat across the room from my
screen and had cable to spare. Unfortunately it was the only good thing I came across with this
controller. The first thing I noticed was how uncomfortable it is. The back of the controller isn't
deep enough to allow your hands to rest around the grips so I was always moving my fingers to
find a comfortable position which I was never able to find. The angles of the grips are also a
little wrong as well, and the slight angle it put my hands at relative to my forearm led to some
discomfort after a while that was very similar to having your keyboard at the wrong position.
Finally, it weighs almost nothing by controller standards and is somewhat top-heavy. More of a
personal preference, but it feels very cheap as it is. The other thing I noticed immediately was
that the triggers are not an analog input. They're digital buttons. This can cause an issue for
those who may be playing racing games or anything that would involve driving cars, flying
aircraft, etc. Some may not mind this, but I know some will so I've mentioned it. As for its
functionality, I saw multiple outlets say that I could plug this controller into my PC, Steam would
say "Oh hey a controller! That could not have been farther from the truth. Steam did, in fact,
recognize the controller but I had to manually enable the setting for it no biggie and switching
the button assignments to the more typical "Xbox-style" layout was simple. I fired up one game
only to find that the triggers had no function, the right stick would only look up and down and
the left stick would only strafe left and right. That's fine, teething pains are normal, just remap
and move on. Remapping didn't fix the triggers, and restarting the game reset the control
configuration. Next was Rocket League! Menus worked great, the buttons worked well, but the
triggers didn't work at all. Went into the mappings and made sure they were assigned properly,
which they were, but nothing happened. At this point I was 2-for-2 on the failure front and a
couple of hours into fiddling with it. For the PC gamer looking for a controller, this is not going
to be your best bet. It looks cool and it's inexpensive, but that's where you need to take a step
back and ask do you want "cool looking" or something that was designed to work with a PC in
the first place. I'm sure it works quite well with the Switch, and there's the possibility that all my
issues were on Steam's end, but as of writing this controller is not the best option on the market
today. Color: Black Verified Purchase. I had this controller for less than a month of mild use and

the analogs went wonky on me. They return to a neutral position automatically while holding
them diagonal. Like the Horipad it has no rumble and can't scan amiibos. Also, the shoulder
buttons are not analog. One thing that's nice is the device has a removable wire and opening it
up, i find it is quite easy to make simple repairs. I wish somebody would make a high quality
wired switch controller. This aint it. Characters don't stop moving when I am not moving the
joystick. When going into inventory selection window it is hard to get it to stay on what you
want to select. I discovered it was my console not working properly so I don't think it was the
joystick however I haven't used it since repair. No good. The left analog stick is drifting BAD. I
have barely used this controller and it's all messed up. When going into the calibration it shows
it's moving all over. To start, i want to say that I like the design, but considering pictures exist i
didn't factor in the physical appear of the design because you can judge that for yourself. I love
it. To start, when I had ordered the controller it came with off-centre analog stick or stick drag
as it's usually called. Naturally I open it up don't do this, even if PowerA won't replace it,
Amazon would give you refund. Opening it will likely cause PowerA to refuse to fix or send a
new one. Afterall they wouldnt know if it actually came broken or you broke it when you opened
it and find it to be one of the easiest disassembly and reassembly processes ever. And it turns
out the sticks are easily replaceable and PowerA even sells replacements. So if you ever get
those worn joysticks you can just buy new caps instead of a whole new controller! I fixed the
problem very easily. I won't hurt the rating based on coming defective because, well, my sample
size is one and that'd be idiotic. I was expect cheap feeling analogs and buttons but it actually
has a premium feel. The only thing that doesn't feel premium is the dpad. There are plenty of
reviews that talk about the life on the controller. If I have problems with that, I'll update this
review. I'll also talk about how easy or impossible the problems are to repair yourself. If there's
no edits are this, you know the controller worked well into its life for me! Love this controller it
has a nice textured grip so even if your palms get sweaty, or your knees get weak, arms get
heavy you'll be able to hang on to these through all that! It is a solid alternative to the much
more expensive wireless. The cord length is really long enough to reach the couch and still be
able to play comfortablely. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all
reviews to English. Beautiful controller. My only issue is mine came with bubbles under the
design. It's ok, just a little annoying to see on such a pretty controller. Reviewed in the United
Kingdom on October 10, Translate review to English. I've done an extensive amount of research
on the PowerA Switch controllers. Honestly, I have no idea why these get such a bad rating
across most websites. I absolutely love this controller. The controller looks amazing in person,
the build quality is fantastic. Buttons are responsive and tactile with a nice 'click'. Everything
works as you would expect, overall I am very happy with my purchase. Plus, with such an
awesome design it will make a great collectible down the road! The onlyyyy issue I have with
this product is the headphone jack. Not only do you have to force the headphones into the plug,
the sound quality is not the best. You can hear fine but you sound very quiet to the people your
talking to in game. More to consider from our brands. Amazon Basics. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. The strikethrough price is the List Price. Savings represents a discount off the List
Price. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Designed for comfort during extended gaming sessions, this
wired Controller features a 3. A detachable 10ft USB cable with a Velcro-strap is included for
reduced clutter and easy storage. For use only while Switch is docked. Skip to main content.
Brand: PowerA. Platform : Nintendo Switch. You can return the item for any reason in new and
unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item?
Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Pre-order Price
Guarantee. This item will be released on March 30, Pre-order now. FREE delivery Get free
shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Ships from and sold by
Amazon. Color: Animal Crossing Isabelle. Ergonomic design with Nintendo Switch button
layout Video game controller features 3. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of
1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Controller Gear. Next page. More to consider from our

brands. Amazon Basics. No Operating System. What other items do customers buy after
viewing this item? Nintendo Switch Pro Controller. Special offers and product promotions
Pre-order Price Guarantee! Order now and if the Amazon. Here's how restrictions apply. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price?
See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Color: Animal Crossing Verified Purchase. I
cannot, for the life of me, understand why this wasn't made as wireless. It is their best Animal
Crossing scheme they've made. I promise you, this would be a bestseller if it wasn't wired. As
an artist and product designer, I am angry that you picked VERY unattractive colors for your
wireless controllers but then created this magnificent, cute and wonderful theme for It should
be a criminal offense. Please make this wireless. Images in this review. Color: Zelda Verified
Purchase. It was working fine when I get it but not even 2 months later it developed an analog
stick drifting problem, tried everything but couldn't fix it. I barely used it, it was a waste of time
and money. Steam just added support for the Switch controller and, lo and behold, my trusty
Xbox controller started acting up. This controller has a low price, it should work, why not give it
a shot? There are bound to be people looking for info on how this controller works with the PC
after support was added and I wasn't able to find any so here's that review. The best thing about
this controller is the cable length, which I had to coil up multiple times on my desk to keep it
from sitting on top of literally everything, but that's a good thing! I could easily have sat across
the room from my screen and had cable to spare. Unfortunately it was the only good thing I
came across with this controller. The first thing I noticed was how uncomfortable it is. The back
of the controller isn't deep enough to allow your hands to rest around the grips so I was always
moving my fingers to find a comfortable position which I was never able to find. The angles of
the grips are also a little wrong as well, and the slight angle it put my hands at relative to my
forearm led to some discomfort after a while that was very similar to having your keyboard at
the wrong position. Finally, it weighs almost nothing by controller standards and is somewhat
top-heavy. More of a personal preference, but it feels very cheap as it is. The other thing I
noticed immediately was that the triggers are not an analog input. They're digital buttons. This
can cause an issue for those who may be playing racing games or anything that would involve
driving cars, flying aircraft, etc. Some may not mind this, but I know some will so I've mentioned
it. As for its functionality, I saw multiple outlets say that I could plug this controller into my PC,
Steam would say "Oh hey a controller! That could not have been farther from the truth. Steam
did, in fact, recognize the controller but I had to manually enable the setting for it no biggie and
switching the button assignments to the more typical "Xbox-style" layout was simple. I fired up
one game only to find that the triggers had no function, the right stick would only look up and
down and the left stick would only strafe left and right. That's fine, teething pains are normal,
just remap and move on. Remapping didn't fix the triggers, and restarting the game reset the
control configuration. Next was Rocket League! Menus worked great, the buttons worked well,
but the triggers didn't work at all. Went into the mappings and made sure they were assigned
properly, which they were, but nothing happened. At this point I was 2-for-2 on the failure front
and a couple of hours into fiddling with it. For the PC gamer looking for a controller, this is not
going to be your best bet. It looks cool and it's inexpensive, but that's where you need to take a
step back and ask do you want "cool looking" or something that was designed to work with a
PC in the first place. I'm sure it works quite well with the Switch, and there's the possibility that
all my issues were on Steam's end, but as of writing this controller is not the best option on the
market today. Color: Black Verified Purchase. I had this controller for less than a month of mild
use and the analogs went wonky on me. They return to a neutral position automatically while
holding them diagonal. Like the Horipad it has no rumble and can't scan amiibos. Also, the
shoulder buttons are not analog. One thing that's nice is the device has a removable wire and
opening it up, i find it is quite easy to make simple repairs. I wish somebody would make a high
quality wired switch controller. This aint it. Characters don't stop moving when I am not moving
the joystick. When going into inventory selection window it is hard to get it to stay on what you
want to select. I discovered it was my console not working properly so I don't think it was the
joystick however I haven't used it since repair. No good. The left analog stick is drifting BAD. I
have barely used this controller and it's all messed up. When going into the calibration it shows
it's moving all over. To start, i want to say that I like the design, but considering pictures exist i
didn't factor in the physical appear of the design because you can judge that for yourself. I love
it. To start, when I had ordered the controller it came with off-centre analog stick or stick drag

as it's usually called. Naturally I open it up don't do this, even if PowerA won't replace it,
Amazon would give you refund. Opening it will likely cause PowerA to refuse to fix or send a
new one. Afterall they wouldnt know if it actually came broken or you broke it when you opened
it and find it to be one of the easiest disassembly and reassembly processes ever. And it turns
out the sticks are easily replaceable and PowerA even sells replacements. So if you ever get
those worn joysticks you can just buy new caps instead of a whole new controller! I fixed the
problem very easily. I won't hurt the rating based on coming defective because, well, my sample
size is one and that'd be idiotic. I was expect cheap feeling analogs and buttons but it actually
has a premium feel. The only thing that doesn't feel premium is the dpad. There are plenty of
reviews that talk about the life on the controller. If I have problems with that, I'll update this
review. I'll also talk about how easy or impossible the problems are to repair yourself. If there's
no edits are this, you know the controller worked well into its life for me! Love this controller it
has a nice textured grip so even if your palms get sweaty, or your knees get weak, arms get
heavy you'll be able to hang on to these through all that! It is a solid alternative to the much
more expensive wireless. The cord length is really long enough to reach the couch and still be
able to play comfortablely. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all
reviews to English. Beautiful controller. My only issue is mine came with bubbles under the
design. It's ok, just a little annoying to see on such a pretty controller. Reviewed in the United
Kingdom on October 10, Translate review to English. I've done an extensive amount of research
on the PowerA Switch controllers. Honestly, I have no idea why these get such a bad rating
across most websites. I absolutely love this controller. The controller looks amazing in person,
the build quality is fantastic. Buttons are responsive and tactile with a nice 'click'. Everything
works as you would expect, overall I am very happy with my purchase. Plus, with such an
awesome design it will make a great collectible down the road! The onlyyyy issue I have with
this product is the headphone jack. Not only do you have to force the headphones into the plug,
the sound quality is not the best. You can hear fine but you sound very quiet to the people your
talking t
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o in game. Customers who bought this item also bought. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. The
strikethrough price is the List Price. Savings represents a discount off the List Price. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

